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inCharge: The Key  
to Optimizing and Allocating

Your License Costs

inCharge is a professional software solution that lets 
you monitor, manage, analyze and optimize your license 
assets from a central location. This optimization will 
save you money in purchasing and maintaining licenses 
while at the same time ensuring that you have the license 
assets you actually need.

inCharge makes administering your entire license assets 
easier. User-friendly clients enable you to manage and 
analyze your licenses centrally from any workstation in 
your company. As a result, you can centrally monitor all 
licenses managed by systems such as FlexNet, IBM LUM, 
DSLS, LM-X or EPLAN (e.g. CATIA, Siemens NX, Team-
center, Creo (Pro/ENGINEER), SolidWorks, AutoCAD,  
Inventor, Solid Edge, ANSYS, EPLAN), and react to pro-
blems effectively if necessary.

Automated license management and monitoring saves 
you a lot of time and eliminates the need for additional 
administrative tasks. In addition, freely confi gurable 
views of all license activities make it possible for a single 
administrator to effectively monitor and administer all 
licenses of your company.

We would like to introduce some of the features a little 
more in detail below and illustrate the advantages the 
use of inCharge entails.

Licende assets Optimized purchase

Usage-based billing

Assuring the required licenses

Reduction of annual service costsActual utilization rate



Simple Navigation and  
Flexible Use
inCharge is very user-friendly and offers simple navigation 
to ensure effective daily use of the software. You can 
design the user interface to suit your individual needs 
and always have all the desired information at a glance.

Detailed Data Reports
inCharge lets you generate a host of valuable analyses 
about your company’s license use. inCharge will give 
you a complete picture of who used which license at 
what workstation and for how long. inCharge collects 
this information in a separate central database, which 
can be accessed via a reporting interface at any time. 
Of course you can also analyze the data of entire entities 
(project, department, cost center, location).

The reports created with the help of inCharge provide 
you with a complete picture of the license needs in  our 
company – including with regard to individual organi-
zational units. Consequently you will achieve substantial 
savings as the result of a judicious purchasing strategy 
and sound purchase decisions involving your software 
licenses. In addition, you will also save on additional 
expenditures by prorating previously not fully utilized  
licenses among several departments. Licenses that 
are identifi ed as not being used can be cancelled to 
save service costs.

Functional Reports
inCharge lets you create and access your own customer- 
specific profiles based on the available templates whe-
never you want. A host of defi ned reports provides you 
with an accurate analysis of your licenses with regard 
to their utilization rates and use (per user, workstation 
or defined organization). You are free to determine which 
licenses you want to monitor. For this purpose you define 
and administer groups of servers, licenses and users 
from a central location.

Each report option offered by inCharge is freely confi-
gurable with regard to the analysis of licenses, users, 
user groups, computers and groups of computers. 
This means that at any time you can also evaluate and 
compare several licenses related to your application.

Database-Driven Solution
The collected information is stored by inCharge in a 
database and thus is available for use at any time. 
Thereby, backup and restore functionalities are auto-
matically provided.

Analysis and Evaluation  
of License Use
inCharge lets you analyze the usage of licenses by in-
dividual users, by workstations and by organizational 
units. You can also evaluate the maximum use of individual 
licenses over a defi ned period of time in order to decide 
which licenses you will need in the future and which ones 
you can do without.

The accurate analysis of the license use enables you 
negotiate the best bundle with the vendor. Consequently 
you can plan your license needs and purchase them 
selectively at optimized conditions.

Usage-Based Analysis  
Options
inCharge lets you analyze the usage of licenses by in-
dividual users as well as by predefi ned user groups. 
You can group your users according to your own criteria 
and evaluate them based on this classifi cation. To 
comply with any existing corporate requirements, this 
analysis can of course also be performed with total 
user anonymity.



Time of use of a license  
by user groups

78,65 % Design engineers 
48,31 % Students
36,86 % Trainees

30,12 % Administration

Monitoring of License  
Activities of Individual Users
inCharge lets you monitor the license activities of individual 
users in real time. You simply create your own company- 
specific monitoring profi les by defi ning parameters such 
as users, servers, licenses etc. This also provides you 
with the ability to inform the various users about upco-
ming maintenance during which the system will not be 
available.

Data Management
Thanks to master data management you can assign 
additional information to individual users. You defi ne 
locations, companies, departments and cost centers 
in the submenus. You can also assign additional cha-
racteristics to the users, such as family name, first name, 
location, company, department and cost center.

The installation of a server and the associated data 
import automatically results in the recording of users, 
computers and licenses.

The imported data of the various categories can be 
grouped accordingly. Setting up these groups makes 
selection easier when you create monitoring and report 
profiles. Multiple assignments of individual users, 
computers or licenses to the individual groups are 
possible at any time. The information from the master 

data management can be used during the group assi-
gnment by means of a fi lter. The creation of groups 
signifi cantly increases the effi ciency of working with 
inCharge. Users, computers (i.e. workstations) and  
licenses can be grouped together. When generating 
the appropriate monitoring and report profi les, the 
created groups can be selected directly. This makes 
effi cient compilation of analyses and evaluations possible 
(see Functional reports). The  ser data including additional 
information can be exported and imported as a .csv 
file or synchronized directly with ActiveDirectory.

Analysis of Peak  
Utilization Rates and
Early Detection of  
License Denials
Due to the specific evaluation of the parallel use of li-
censes, you will be able to identify usage peaks in good 
time and prevent license denials. The development of 
the utilization rates will show you the usage of licenses 
over any period of time that you defi ne. This will enable 
you to actively counteract trends, avoid bottlenecks and 
increase productivity.

You also have the option of actively revoking individual 
users’ licenses currently not needed and allocating hem 
to other users.

Development of utilization 
rate of various licensesSoliworks CATIA NX
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Simultaneous Display  
of Multiple Analyses of
Different License Servers
Check and compare the utilization rates of various  
licenses by displaying multiple analyses of different 
servers simultaneously. This allows you to simula-
te scenarios in which larger numbers of servers are 
bundled centrally into one server. 

Cost Allocation 
The ability to optimally calculate the license costs requires 
the analysis and evaluation of the usage data. If costs 
are allocated to a subsidiary or to individual departments, 
sound evidence of the usage must be provided. 

With inCharge you can conveniently track and administer 
your license costs. With minimum effort you can generate 
reports on cost allocation over defi ned periods of time 
that accurately document the license use.

Proof of Compliance 
The analysis in particular of the maximum number of  
license uses gives you control over fulfi lling the terms 
of your contracts at all time. If needed, the information 
provided by inCharge enables you to also provide proof 
to manufacturers for their usage-based billing.

Export Options and  
Standardized Export  
Interface 
You can export the results of any report in common 
formats such as PDF, HTML, RTF or CSV to be able to 
process them with the appropriate tools such as Micro-
soft Excel, for example. Regardless of whether the  
licenses are managed with Flex-Net, IBM LUM, DSLS, 
LM-X or EPLAN, the data structures of the exported 
data are identical and can thus be processed further in 
the same way.

Your Benefits at a Glance 
•  Cost reduction by preventing excess capacities
•   Complying with terms of license agreements 

(proof of compliance)
•  Securing the required license assets
•   Early detection of problems & prevention of  

bottlenecks
•  Improvement of productivity in the company
•  Cost-effi cient planning
•  Making expedient investments
•   More attractive contract conditions by  

company-wide pooling of license demand
•   Billing and allocation of software costs to individual 

organizational units on the basis of usage
•  Data analysis during live operation
•   Reduction of administration time with central  

license management
•   Automatic revocation of licenses in case of inactivity 

provided by the WatchDog functionality
•  E-mail notifi cation about expiring licenses
•  Citrix support
•  ActiveDirectory synchronization

Gateway use by location
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Product information 
inCharge
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Hans-Dieter Brenner 
Managing Director Novatec Solutions GmbH 
hans-dieter.brenner@novatec-gmbh.de

Novatec Solutions GmbH

Bertha-Benz-Platz 1
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen 
Phone: +49 711 22040  - 749

www.novatec-gmbh.de/en 
www.incharge.eu/en

inCharge is a product by  
Novatec Solutions GmbH 
As an independent IT specialist for over 20 years, Novatec supports 
various industries from IT Strat egy, comprehensive technology 
consultancy, through to individual software engineering needs. 
We focus on applying Agile Methods to offer customers secure, 
efficient and practical solutions for their future digital businesses.

inCharge is an innovative product for the extreme reduction
of license costs. It lets you centrally monitor your company’s
licenses provided by fl oating license management systems
and analyze their use.

With inCharge you get an overview of your licenses and their
utilization rates and are thus able to optimize your license
assets while at the same time ensuring the necessary availability. 
In addition, your license costs can be allocated based on usage 
and company-wide continuous proof of compliance can be  
assured.


